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Form fators and other measuresof strangeness in the nuleon

M. Diehl1, Th. Feldmann2 and P. Kroll31. Deutshes Elektronen-Synhroton DESY, 22603 Hamburg, Germany2. Theoretishe Physik I, Universit�at Siegen, Emmy Noether Campus, 57068 Siegen, Germany3. Fahbereih Physik, Universit�at Wuppertal, 42097 Wuppertal, Germany
AbstratWe disuss the phenomenology of strange-quark dynamis in the nuleon, based on exper-imental and theoretial results for eletroweak form fators and for parton densities. Inpartiular, we onstrut a model for the generalized parton distribution that relates theasymmetry s(x)� �s(x) between the longitudinal momentum distributions of strange quarksand antiquarks with the form fator F s1 (t), whih desribes the distribution of strangenessin transverse position spae.

1 IntrodutionThe distribution of strange quarks and antiquarks is a nontrivial aspet of nuleon struture. Whereasthe presene of these non-valene degrees of freedom is not surprising, given that gluons an splitinto s�s pairs, their relative abundane ompared with u�u and d �d pairs reets the role of quarkmasses in nonperturbative dynamis. Furthermore, asymmetries in the distribution of s and �s arenot generated by the simple splitting g ! s�s and hene are footprints of more subtle dynamialmehanisms. Quantities that have reeived onsiderable attention in the reent literature are formfators of eletroweak urrents, whih are aessible through parity violation in elasti lepton-nuleonsattering, and the di�erene between the momentum distributions of strange quarks and antiquarks,whih has in partiular shown to be relevant for the determination of the weak mixing angle fromdeep inelasti neutrino-nuleon sattering [1℄. In the present work we point out interrelations betweendi�erent measures of strangeness and onnet two of them quantitatively in a partiular model.1
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A number of quantities related to strangeness in the nuleon are matrix elements of loal operators.In view of our remarks in the previous paragraph, it is important to note the behavior of theseoperators under harge onjugation. In partiular, the eletromagneti urrent is C odd and henesensitive to the di�erene between ontributions from s and �s. In ontrast, operators like the axialvetor urrent, the energy-momentum tensor or the salar urrent1 are C even and thus add theontributions from s and �s. Large values of nuleon matrix elements would be more surprising forC odd operators than for C even ones, sine for C odd operators they neessitate important e�etsbeyond simple g ! s�s utuations.The unpolarized parton densities s(x), �s(x) and their longitudinally polarized ounterparts �s(x),��s(x) are expetation values of nonloal operators and give the momentum distribution of strangequarks or antiquarks in a fast moving nuleon. Spei� moments of these distributions are assoiatedwith loal operators of de�nite C parity, as we will speify shortly.A suitable framework to disuss relations between various quantities desribing nuleon strutureis provided by generalized parton distributions. They are matrix elements of the same nonloaloperators that de�ne the usual parton densities, but taken between proton states of di�erent momenta.Throughout this work we onsider these distributions at zero skewness � = 0, and for brevity we willnot display this variable. For our disussion it is useful to introdue distributionsH �q(x; t) = �Hq(�x; t) ; E�q(x; t) = �Eq(�x; t) ; eH �q(x; t) = eHq(�x; t) ; (1)where the di�erent signs on the r.h.s. reet the di�erent behavior of vetor and axial vetor operatorsunder harge onjugation. Hq(x; t), Eq(x; t) and eHq(x; t) respetively orrespond to Hq(x; � = 0; t),Eq(x; � = 0; t) and eHq(x; � = 0; t) in the notation of [3, 4℄. Taking t = 0 and x > 0 we obtain theusual quark and antiquark densities of the proton asHq(x; 0) = q(x) ; H �q(x; 0) = �q(x) ; eHq(x; 0) = �q(x) ; eH �q(x; 0) = ��q(x) : (2)A two-dimensional Fourier transform with respet to t gives the so-alled impat parameter densitiesq(x; b) = Z d2�(2�)2 e�ib��Hq(x; t = ��2) ; �q(x; b) = Z d2�(2�)2 e�ib��H �q(x; t = ��2) ; (3)whih speify the spatial distribution of quarks or antiquarks with longitudinal momentum frationx in the transverse plane, where the impat parameter b is the transverse distane of the parton fromthe enter of the proton [5℄. Impat parameter densities �q(x; b), ��q(x; b) for longitudinally polarizedquarks and antiquarks in a longitudinally polarized proton are obtained from eHq(x; t), eH �q(x; t) in fullanalogy to (3). The Fourier transforms of Eq(x; t), E�q(x; t) desribe the dependene of the impatparameter distribution of unpolarized quarks or antiquarks on transverse nuleon polarization [5℄.The distributions just introdued are onneted with the form fators mentioned above by sumrules, i.e. by integrals over the momentum fration x. In partiular, the lowest momentsF s1 (t) = Z 1�1 dxHs(x; t) = Z 10 dx �Hs(x; t)�H�s(x; t)� ; (4)F s2 (t) = Z 1�1 dxEs(x; t) = Z 10 dx �Es(x; t)�E�s(x; t)� (5)give the strange Dira and Pauli form fators, whih are de�ned ashp(p0)j�s�s jp(p)i = F s1 (t) �u(p0)�u(p) + F s2 (t) �u(p0) i���(p0 � p)�2mp u(p) ; (6)1We reall that the salar urrent �ss is relevant in onnetion with the pion-nuleon � term, see e.g. [2℄.2



where t = (p� p0)2 and mp is the proton mass. Their normalization isF s1 (0) = 0 ; F s2 (0) = �s ; (7)where the �rst ondition reets that the proton has no net strangeness, whereas the seond onditioninvolves the strangeness magneti moment �s. Note that the ontributions of F s1 and F s2 to theeletromagneti form fators of proton and neutron appear with a harge fator es = �1=3. The sumrules (4) and (5) involve the di�erene of quark and antiquark distributions, as it must be for formfators of the urrent �s�s. Taking the Fourier transform as in (3) we see thatZ d2�(2�)2 e�ib�� F s1 (t = ��2) = Z 10 dx �s(x; b)� �s(x; b)� (8)desribes the di�erene between the transverse spatial distributions of strange quarks and antiquarks,averaged over their momentum fration x. Similarly, the Fourier transform of F s2 desribes thedi�erent dependene of the impat parameter distributions on transverse nuleon polarization.Further important moments areAs2;0(t) = Z 1�1 dxxHs(x; t) = Z 10 dxx�Hs(x; t) +H�s(x; t)� ; (9)whih is a form fator of the energy-momentum tensor for strange quarks, and the strange quarkontribution to the axial form fator,F sA(t) = Z 1�1 dx eHs(x; t) = Z 10 dx � eHs(x; t) + eH�s(x; t)� ; (10)whih ontributes to elasti lepton-nuleon sattering via Z exhange. Both form fators belong toharge-onjugation even urrents and thus sum over quark and antiquark distributions.Using (2) we an onnet the values of form fators at t = 0 with moments of the usual quark andantiquark densities. In partiular, the �rst ondition in (7) is equivalent with hs� �si = 0, where weintrodued the shorthand notation hf i = Z 10 dx f(x) : (11)In ontrast, we have nonzero values forAs2;0(0) = hx(s+ �s)i ; F sA(0) = h�s+��si ; (12)whih respetively give the frational ontributions of strange quarks and antiquarks to the longitudi-nal momentum and to the spin of the proton. There is no analogous relation for the seond onditionin (7) sine Es(x; t) and E�s(x; t) do not redue to any parton density for t = 0. Let us howevermention that their Fourier transforms with respet to t satisfy positivity onstraints involving theunpolarized and polarized quark or antiquark densities [6℄.In order to obtain a quantitative feeling for the role of strange quarks and antiquarks in theproton, we briey review in Set. 2 the urrent experimental knowledge of the form fators F s1 and F s2and of strange parton distributions. In Set. 3 we mention a number of approahes to alulate theform fators and the momentum asymmetry s(x)� �s(x) theoretially, whih will indiate dynamialmehanisms that an give rise to these C odd quantities. In Set. 4 we develop a model for Hs(x; t)�H�s(x; t) and use it to onnet at a quantitative level the asymmetry s(x) � �s(x) with the formfator F s1 (t). Aording to (8) we thus onnet the asymmetry between strange quark and antiquarkdistributions in longitudinal momentum with the one in transverse spatial position. Our results aresummarized in Set. 5. 3



Table 1: Data for the strange form fators at low �t. Statistial and systemati errors have beenadded in quadrature. We quote results for GsM or GsE + �GsM and the equivalent ones for F s1 + �0F s2 .experiment �t [ GeV2℄ GsE ; GsM F s1 ; F s2SAMPLE [7℄ 0.100 GsM = 0:37(34) F s1 + F s2 = 0:37(34)A4 [8℄ 0.23 GsE + 0:225GsM = 0:039(34) F s1 + 0:130F s2 = 0:032(28)HAPPEX [9℄ 0.477 GsE + 0:392GsM = 0:014(22) F s1 + 0:184F s2 = 0:010(16)A4 [10℄ 0.108 GsE + 0:106GsM = 0:071(36) F s1 + 0:068F s2 = 0:064(33)HAPPEX [11℄ 0.091 GsE = �0:038(43) F s1 � 0:026F s2 = �0:038(43)HAPPEX [12℄ 0.099 GsE + 0:080GsM = 0:030(28) F s1 + 0:048F s2 = 0:028(26)HAPPEX [14℄ 0.077 GsE = 0:002(16) F s1 � 0:022F s2 = 0:002(16)HAPPEX [14℄ 0.109 GsE + 0:090GsM = 0:007(13) F s1 + 0:054F s2 = 0:006(12)2 Experimental results for strange form fators and parton densities2.1 Eletromagneti form fatorsThe strange form fators an be extrated from parity violation in elasti eletron sattering on anuleon [7{14℄. Experiments typially measure a linear ombination of the eletri and magneti formfators GsE and GsM at a low value of the momentum transfer. This an of ourse be onverted intoa linear ombination of F s1 and F s2 , using the relationsF s1 = GsE + �GsM1 + � ; F s2 = GsM �GsE1 + � ; (13)where � = �t=4m2p. Reent experimental results at low �t are ompiled in Table 1. Inspetion of thetable reveals that only the strange Dira form fator is fairly well determined, whereas F s2 su�ers fromlarge unertainties. It is also evident that the reent HAPPEX data [14℄ have signi�antly smallererrors than the other measurements. Unfortunately the two form fator ombinations given in [14℄are for di�erent values of t. The determination of the individual form fators therefore requires anassumption about their t dependene. A simple way to proeed is to ignore the di�erene in t of thetwo measurements. From the orresponding two entries in Table 1 one then obtainsF s1 �t ' �0:1 GeV2� = 0:003(12) ; F s2 �t ' �0:1 GeV2� = 0:05(26) : (14)This result is graphially represented in Fig. 1. The use of all data near t = �0:1 GeV2 in Table 1does pratially not hange F s1 , whereas F s2 beomes substantially larger but stays within the errorquoted in (14).An alternative method has been used in [15℄, where a parameterization of the small t behaviorof the strange form fators was �tted to all data below �t = 0:3 GeV2. With the results updatedin [16℄, the authors of this study obtain [17℄F s1 (t) = �t� 0:02(11) GeV�2 ; F s2 (t) = �0:01(25) ; (15)4
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Figure 1: Results from [14℄ for the strange form fators at t ' �0:1 GeV2. The dark (violet) bandrepresents the result for GsE , and the light (yellow) band the one for GsE + 0:09GsM . If one negletsthe di�erene of the assoiated t values one obtains the entral value given in (14), whih is shown asa bullet. Also shown are the orresponding 1� and 2� ellipses.for �t � 0:3 GeV2, whih at �t = 0:1 GeV2 is fully ompatible with our simple estimate (14). Theanalysis in [15, 16℄ inludes the data of the G0 Collaboration [13℄ with their very �ne binning in t,whih we have not listed in Table 1.We remark that the experimental values quoted here are subjet to theoretial unertainties dueto the e�ets of two-photon and of Z exhange, whih have been disussed in [18{20℄ and may notbe negligible.2.2 Unpolarized parton densitiesThe determination of parton densities (PDFs) from unpolarized hard sattering proesses has madesigni�ant progress in the reent deade, in partiular thanks to data with high preision and a largekinematial reah from HERA and from the Tevatron. The knowledge of strange distributions ismuh less advaned, beause the observables that dominate global �ts of parton densities have littlesensitivity to s or �s. This holds in partiular for inlusive deep inelasti sattering (DIS) in kinematiswhere photon exhange is dominant. More spei� onstraints on s and �s distributions ome from�xed-target DIS experiments with � and �� beams. Thanks to suh measurements, there have reentlybeen dediated attempts to determine s(x) and �s(x) without strong assumptions on their relationwith the light sea quark distributions �u(x) and �d(x).In Table 2 we give the moments hx(s+ �s)i obtained in reent PDF extrations. The study in [21℄was dediated to strangeness and explored a number of �ts at NLO in �s. The extrations in [22,23℄were performed at NNLO. The table also gives the moment hx(�u + �d)i, whose values range from6:21 � 10�2 to 6:79 � 10�2 and thus show a muh smaller spread than for hx(s + �s)i. The ratio ofhx(s + �s)i and hx(�u + �d)i is between 0:36 and 0:72 and quanti�es the suppression of strangeness inthe light quark sea. We furthermore show the avor asymmetry hx(�u � �d)i, whih like hx(s � �s)iis not generated by simple g ! q�q splitting and hene requires more subtle dynamis in order tobe nonzero. The ratio of hx(�u � �d)i and hx(�u + �d)i varies between �7% and �14%. The parton5



CTEQ6.5S [21℄set 0 1 2 3 4 �0 �1 �2hx(s+ �s)i 3:35 2:46 4:44 2:45 4:30 3:72 3:48 4:04hx(�u+ �d)i 6:55 6:79 6:21 6:74 6:35 6:54 6:65 6:37hx(�u� �d)i �0:72 �0:75 �0:69 �0:74 �0:69 �0:74 �0:76 �0:45Table 2: Results of di�erent PDF �ts for themoments hx(s+�s)i, hx(�u+ �d)i and hx(�u� �d)i.All numbers are given in units of 10�2 and referto the sale � = 2 GeV in the MS sheme. Alekhin 06 [22℄ MRST 2006 [23℄hx(s+ �s)i 3:40 3:89hx(�u+ �d)i 6:56 6:77hx(�u� �d)i �0:56 �0:92densities orresponding to the entries in the table are plotted in Fig. 2. We note that there are noexperimental onstraints on �u(x) � �d(x) at small x, so that the large di�erene between the resultsof [22℄ and [21,23℄ for this ombination of densities is a onsequene of the di�erent funtional formsassumed in the �ts.The CTEQ6.5S study [21℄ also performed �ts where s(x) and �s(x) were allowed to be di�erent. Anessential input for onstraining this di�erene are the CCFR and NuTeV data for dimuon produtionin � and �� DIS [24℄. The parameterization in [21℄ was hosen suh that s(x)� �s(x) has preisely onezero rossing. The resulting momentum asymmetry at sale � = 2 GeV was found to behx(s� �s)i = 8><>: 2:0 � 10�3 (set �0) ;�0:94� 10�3 (set �1) ;2:9 � 10�3 (set �2) ; (16)where set �0 orresponds to the best �t, whereas sets �1 and �2 were hosen to give the smallestand largest values of hx(s � �s)i, respetively. The ratio of hx(s � �s)i and hx(s + �s)i in the three�ts has respetive values 5:4%, �2:7% and 7:2%, whih is somewhat smaller in size than the ratio ofhx(�u � �d)i and hx(�u + �d)i in the non-strange setor. The left panel in Fig. 3 shows the asymmetrys(x) � �s(x) obtained in these �ts. We note that the best �t (set �0) is quite similar to preliminaryresults obtained by the MSTW ollaboration [25℄. It should be emphasized that a wider range ofshapes is obtained if one allows for a variation of the small-x behavior of s(x) � �s(x), whih is notwell onstrained by data. This is doumented in a previous study by CTEQ [26℄ and shown in theright panel of Fig. 3.2.3 Polarized parton densitiesThe polarization of strange quarks and antiquarks in the proton is not well known at present, forsimilar reasons as in the ase of unpolarized parton densities. Many determinations of polarized PDFsin the literature, suh as those in [27{29℄, are restrited to the struture funtions for inlusive DISwith eletron or muon beams, whih does not permit a separate determination of strange densities.This is highlighted in the \valene" senario of [27℄, whih assumes ��s(x) = �s(x) = 0 at the startingsale � = 0:63 GeV of evolution. This gives a tiny moment h�s +��si � �4 � 10�3 at � = 1 GeV.The study in [30℄ additionally �ts RHIC data for �0 prodution, whih has no partiular sensitivityto strangeness either. A proess that is spei�ally sensitive to strangeness is semi-inlusive kaon6
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Figure 3: The strangeness asymmetry distribution at sale � = 2 GeV. The left panel shows the �tsof the CTEQ6.5S analysis [21℄ and the right panel those of CTEQ6 [26℄. Sets B and C orrespond todi�erent assumptions on the small-x behavior of s(x)� �s(x), whereas sets �1 and B� (�2 and B+)have been hosen to minimize (maximize) the moment hx(s� �s)i.prodution in DIS, whih has been measured by HERMES [31℄. The study by de Florian et al. [32℄inludes these data and gives two sets of �ts orresponding to di�erent fragmentation funtions. Itdoes not assume avor SU(3) symmetry in the polarized sea, allowing ��s(x) to di�er from ��u(x) and��d(x). We note that a reent analysis of semi-inlusive hadron prodution by COMPASS reportedevidene that the polarized sea is not avor symmetri and that h��ui and h��di may have oppositesign [34℄. All analyses performed so far assume ��s(x) = �s(x).In Table 3 we list the values obtained in reent analyses for the �rst moment h�s + ��si. Notethat 1=2 times this moment gives the ontribution of strange quarks and antiquarks to the total spin1=2 of the nuleon. The values from the analyses [27{30℄ have been obtained with parameterizationswhere the polarized sea quark densities are equal, ��u(x) = ��d(x) = ��s(x), so that they should notbe regarded as spei� determinations of the polarization of the strange sea. Rather, they indiatethat the ontribution of sea quarks to the nuleon spin is negative and of moderate magnitude.The di�erent results of the study [32℄ illustrate that a avor deomposition of this ontribution isurrently a�eted with onsiderable unertainties. The numbers do not suggest that the strangenessontribution to the nuleon spin is very muh suppressed ompared with the light avors �u and �d, butfurther data and analyses are learly neessary to settle this issue. As a further word of aution weremark that an important fration of the moments in Table 3 omes from the region of small x, wherethe polarized densities are not onstrained by data. Quantitative disussions are given in [28, 31℄.3 Theoretial approahes3.1 Eletromagneti form fatorsThe strangeness ontributions to the eletromagneti and axial form fators of the nuleon havebeen studied in a large number of theoretial approahes (with many studies fousing on the strangemagneti moment or the eletri harge radius) . Detailed reviews and disussions an be foundin [7, 35, 36℄. In Table 4 we list a small number of reent results for the strange Dira form fator at8



GRSV 2000 [27℄ BB [28℄ LSS 05 [29℄ AAC 06 [30℄set \standard" 3 4 1 2 1 2h�s+��si = 2h��q i �0:126 �0:148 �0:143 �0:122 �0:140 �0:10 �0:12Table 3: Lowest moments of polarized parton densities.All analyses shown set �s(x) = ��s(x), and all exeptfor [32℄ take ��u(x) = ��d(x) = ��s(x). The orrespond-ing PDFs have been determined at NLO auray in theMS sheme and refer to the sale � = 1 GeV.
DNS [32, 33℄set KRE KKPh�s+��si �0:095 �0:090h��ui �0:046 0:076h��di �0:048 �0:101Table 4: Theoretial results for the strange Dira form fator at t0 = �0:1 GeV2. The numbers forRefs. [43{47℄ have been read o� from graphs. The value in the last row has been obtained from GsE(t0)in [49℄ and GsM (0) in [48℄ using the approximation GsM (t0) � GsM (0), whih was also made in Fig. 2of [16℄. Taking into aount that jGsM (t0)j < jGsM (0)j would inrease the value of F s1 (t0).Approah referene F s1 �t = �0:1 GeV2�Perturbative hiral quark model [43℄ 0:003Chiral quark soliton model (�) [44℄ 0:063Chiral quark soliton model (K) [44℄ 0:028Vetor meson dominane [45℄ �0:07Vetor meson dominane [46℄ 0:014Lattie [47℄ 0:015(5)Lattie + measured magneti moments and harge radii [48, 49℄ 0:000(6)�t = 0:1 GeV2. We �nd a substantial spread between these results and remark that several of themare outside the range �0:009 � F s1 � 0:015 obtained from the experimental values (14) and (15).The alulation of strange form fators is hallenging in many theoretial approahes. A largenumber of studies are based on the meson loud piture, where the nuleon utuates into a K anda � or �. The oupling to the strangeness urrent then proeeds through valene degrees of freedom,namely the �s in the kaon and the s in the hyperon. Conerns have been raised about the quantitativereliability of suh alulations, based on the possible importane of unitarity orretions [37℄ and ofhigher-mass states [38,39℄ suh as K� mesons [39℄. There seems to be no onsensus about these issuesin the literature, see [40, 41℄ and [36℄. We will not quantitatively use the meson loud piture in thepresent work, but use it as a qualitative guide in Set. 4.2. Chiral perturbation theory provides asystemati framework for alulations in terms of hadron degrees of freedom, but its preditive powerfor strange form fators is limited, as disussed in [42℄.Kaons also play an essential role in hiral quark models suh as the one in [43℄, where the nuleonis desribed in terms of three onstituent quarks oupling to the pseudo-Goldstone bosons. In this9



approah, nonzero strange form fators are due to the splitting of a u or d quark into a kaon and an squark. The hiral quark soliton model [44℄ does not rely on the onstituent quark piture, ontainingas degrees of freedom both quarks and antiquarks oupling to pions and kaons.A di�erent approah is based on dispersion relations, whih represent the form fators for spaeliket in terms of an integral over their imaginary parts in the timelike region. The assumption that thedispersion integral is dominated by single vetor meson states leads to the vetor meson dominaneapproximation, whih underlies many alulations of the strange form fators. A typial proedure isto �x the relevant nuleon-meson oupling onstants from the isosalar eletromagneti form fators ofthe nuleon and then to predit the form fators of the strangeness urrent. Suh analyses often obtainrather large ouplings of the nuleon to the !(782) and the �(1020), see for instane [45℄. These largeouplings are in strong onit with determinations from nuleon-nuleon potential studies [50,51℄ orfrom dispersion relations for forward nuleon-nuleon sattering [52℄, with SU(6) symmetry [53℄, andin the ase of the � with the OZI rule. To understand why �ts of nuleon form fators with a smallnumber of vetor meson resonanes an give large ouplings, we onsider the simpli�ed ase of justtwo mesons with masses m1 and m2,a1m21 � t + a2m22 � t = a1(m22 �m21)� (a1 + a2)(t�m21)m21m22 � (m21 +m22) t+ t2 : (17)In order to obtain a 1=t2 behavior of the isosalar form fator at large �t, one must have a1 � �a2 tokeep the term with t in the numerator small. At t = 0 the form fator is then approximately given bya1(m22�m21)=(m21m22), and the small mass di�erene between �(1020) and !(782) fores the ouplingsa1 and a2 to be large. Taking into aount higher-mass resonanes signi�antly redues this trend.As an illustration, we have �tted the isosalar nuleon form fators to a sum of ontributions from�(1020), !(782) and !(1420), with or without an additional ontribution from !(1650). We require anasymptoti behavior F p1 +F n1 � 1=t2 at large �t, whih provides a linear relation between the di�erentmeson ouplings in generalization of the simple ase we just disussed. With the normalizationondition F p1 (0) + F n1 (0) = 1 this leaves two free parameters if the !(1650) is inluded and a singleparameter if this resonane is omitted. For the meson-nuleon ouplings relevant to the Dira formfators we obtain gV�NN = �9:13 ; gV!NN = 20:6 (18)in the �t without !(1650), where the ouplings refer to the ground state mesons and are denoted byGVNN� and GVNN! in [51℄. Inluding the !(1650), we obtain a good desription of the data withgV�NN = 4:69 ; gV!NN = 11:9 ; (19)where gV!NN is �xed to a value as small as the data permits, in order to minimize the tension withthe still lower values obtained in [50, 52, 53℄. Taking both ouplings as free �t parameters we �ndgV�NN = �0:06 and gV!NN = 14:9. Similar values have been obtained in [54℄.This simple exerise suggests to take with great are the orresponding preditions for strangeform fators, where ontributions from � resonanes are strongly enhaned ompared with those from! states. A more realisti treatment requires the inlusion of ontinuum states, as has for instanebeen done in [55,56℄. The analysis in [56℄ found that the inlusion of the K �K and �� ontinua makesthe interpretation of a residual � resonane ontribution ambiguous.3.2 The strangeness asymmetry s(x)� �s(x)The meson loud piture naturally indues an asymmetry in the momentum distribution of strangequarks and antiquarks, whih was �rst observed in [57℄ and underlies many alulations [58{64℄. In10



this piture, the densities of s and �s in the nuleon are given as onvolutions of the longitudinalmomentum distributions of the kaon or hyperon within the nuleon and the valene distribution of�s in the kaon or of s in the hyperon. A similar mehanism is realized in hiral quark models [65℄,where the onstituent quarks of the proton an utuate into a kaon and a strange quark. There isa signi�ant spread among meson loud model preditions for the shape of s(x)� �s(x), inluding itssign and the number of zero rossings, see e.g. the omparative study in [63℄. The inlusion of K�utuations in [64℄ also had a signi�ant e�et, hanging even the sign of the momentum asymmetryhx(s � �s)i ompared to the result with kaon utuations alone. We note that the preditions fors� �s in suh models typially have a zero at a value of x muh larger than 0:01 and are thus ratherdi�erent from the results obtained in the PDF �ts [21, 25℄.The study [66℄ pointed out that in perturbative evolution at three-loop auray and beyond,graphs with three-gluon exhange in the t-hannel generate an s � �s asymmetry. Starting withs(x) = �s(x) at the low sale � = 0:51 GeV, the authors of [66℄ �nd that s(x)� �s(x) for � � 2 GeV ispositive at small and negative at intermediate to large x, with hx(s� �s)i � �5� 10�4. This is muhsmaller than the entral �t results in [21,25℄, whih suggests that this perturbative mehanism playsonly a minor role in the generation of the momentum asymmetry.4 Relating the strange Dira form fator to s(x)� �s(x)We now formulate a model ansatz for the C odd part of the generalized parton distribution Hs atzero skewness, whih will allow us to alulate the Dira form fator F s1 from the phenomenologiallyextrated asymmetry s � �s of momentum distributions. Following previous studies of generalizedparton distributions in the non-strange setor [5,68{70℄, we assume an exponential t dependene withan x dependent slope and setHs(x; t) �H�s(x; t) = �s(x)� �s(x)� etfs(x) ; (20)where for the slope we take the simple formfs(x) = �0(1� x) log 1x ; (21)whih was already proposed in [5℄. With (3) it is easy to see that the pro�le funtion fs(x) has asimple physial interpretation in terms of the average squared impat parameterhb2ix = R d2b b2�s(x; b)� �s(x; b)�R d2b �s(x; b)� �s(x; b)� = 4fs(x) (22)assoiated with the di�erene between s and �s distributions. As shown in [71℄, a �nite averagetransverse size of parton on�gurations with x ! 1 in the nuleon requires hb2ix to vanish at leastlike (1� x)2 in this limit, whih is obviously satis�ed for the ansatz (21).In the opposite limit x ! 0, we use simple Regge phenomenology as a guide for our parame-terization. The form (21) orresponds to the behavior Hs � H�s � x��(t), whih arises from theexhange of a single Regge pole with a linear trajetory �(t) = �(0) + �0t, or from the superpositionof several Regge poles with the same value of �0. This is a generalization to �nite t of a small-xbehavior x�� for the usual parton densities, whih is onsistent with phenomenology. The leadingRegge trajetory that an ontribute to Hs �H�s is the one for the � mesons, and assuming a linearform ��(t) = ��(0) + �0t one obtains ��(0) = 0:13 and �0 = 0:84 GeV�2 from the masses and spinsof �(1020) and �3(1850). This value of �0 is lose to the one for other meson trajetories, suh as the11



ones for the � and !. The � trajetory ontributes to soft hadroni sattering proesses like kaon-nuleon sattering or photoprodution of the � meson. It is however negleted in most analyses ofthese proesses (whih is justi�ed if the �-nuleon oupling is suÆiently small, see our disussion inSet. 3.1). An exeption is the analysis of the total kaon-nuleon ross setions performed by Bargerand Olsson [67℄, who found an interept ��(0) = 0:33 � 0:06 of similar size as the result obtainedfrom the hadroni spetrum. We emphasize that in our approah we do not need an expliit valuefor the �-nuleon oupling, sine the normalization in (20) is �xed by the di�erene s� �s of partondistributions.We note that the CTEQ6.5S densities at � = 2 GeV are well approximated byx(s� �s) � ax0:28 (23)in the region 10�5 < x < 10�4, with a = �0:031;+0:023;�0:044 for the respetive sets �0;�1;�2.This orresponds to �(0) = 0:72, whih is quite far from the values we estimate for the � trajetory.There are however no experimental onstraints for the behavior of s� �s at very small x, and a valueof �(0) between 0:1 and 0:4 is within the range for whih a good desription of all relevant data hasbeen obtained in the CTEQ study [26℄.Using an ansatz as in (20) for the valene ombinations Hu � H �u and Hd � H �d, we obtainedin [69℄ a good desription of the eletromagneti Dira form fators of proton and neutron. Given thewealth of data in this ase, we hose in that study more ompliated forms than (21) for the pro�lefuntions fu(x) and fd(x). We �nd that for 10�4 < x < 0:1 they are both very well approximated bythe form (21) with �0 = 1 GeV�2, whih remains lose to fu(x) for x > 0:1. Given the fast dereaseof s(x)� �s(x) with x, the small-x region turns out to be most important for our alulation of F s1 .We take the ansatz (20) with the CTEQ6.5S densities [21℄ at � = 2 GeV as input, where the hosensale is to be onsidered as a ompromise between a small value appropriate for arguments based onhadroni Regge phenomenology and a large value where the densities are suÆiently onstrained byexperimental data. In the left panel of Fig. 4 we show the values of F s1 (t) obtained with the best �t(set �0) and with the alternative �ts (sets �1 and �2). The entral urves are for �0 = 1 GeV�2 in(21), and the bands orrespond to �0 between 0:85 GeV�2 and 1:15 GeV�2. We regard this variationas an estimate of the parametri unertainty within our model, with the lower value orresponding tothe estimate of the � trajetory from the meson masses. In the following we refer to the result with�0 = 1 GeV�2 and CTEQ6.5S set �0 as our default predition.If instead of taking (21) we set fs(x) equal to the pro�le funtions fu(x) or fd(s) obtained in [69℄,the form fator lies within the bands in the �gure, exept in the region where jF s1 (t)j has its maximum.In that region, the di�erene of F s1 (t) obtained with the di�erent pro�le funtions just mentioned is atmost 5%. As a further alternative, we have made the ansatz (20) at sale � = 1:3 GeV, whih is thestarting sale of the CTEQ parameterizations. Taking the pro�le funtion (21) with �0 = 1 GeV�2, weagain obtain values within the bands of Fig. 4, exept for deviations of up to 5% around the maximumof jF s1 (t)j. Clearly, the largest spread in preditions for F s1 (t) within our model is due to the di�erentparton densities used as input. To further explore this, we have taken the parameterizations from theCTEQ6 study [26℄ at � = 2 GeV, whih provides a wider range of shapes as we have seen in Fig. 3.The resulting urves for F s1 (t) are shown in the right panel of Fig. 4. We reall that sets �1 and �2in [21℄ and sets B� and B+ in [26℄ were hosen to minimize or maximize the moment hx(s � �s)i.They are hene not preferred, although onsistent with the data �tted in [21, 26℄.We see that in all ases the form fator F s1 (t) is quite small and fully ompatible with the estimates(14) and (15) extrated from experiment. We remark that for most of our urves, a linear behaviorF s1 (t) / t as in (15) is not a good approximation for �t muh above 0:1 GeV2.It is instrutive to ompare our results with another small nuleon form fator, namely the Diraform fator F n1 (t) of the neutron. Figure 5 shows data together with the default �t from [69℄, whih12
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Figure 4: The strange Dira form fator obtained from the sum rule (4) with the model ansatz in(20) and (21). Central urves are for �0 = 1 GeV�2 and bands for 0:85 GeV�2 < �0 < 1:15 GeV�2.The orresponding parton densities are (from top to bottom): CTEQ6.5S sets �2, �0, �1 in the leftpanel and CTEQ6 sets B+, B, C, B� in the right panel. The data point is our estimate (14) of F s1 ,and the dotted urve orresponds to the parameterization of F n1 disussed in the text.
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we already mentioned in onnetion with the pro�le funtions fu(x) and fd(x). The same parame-terization multiplied by �0:5 is shown as a dotted urve in Fig. 4. We reall at this point thatF n1 (t) = 23F d1 (t)� 13F u1 (t)� 13F s1 (t) ; (24)where the labels on the r.h.s. indiate the quark avor ontributions to the Dira form fator F p1 ofthe proton. The �t in [69℄ negleted the strange ontribution in F n1 and in F p1 . We see in Fig. 4 thatour estimates for F s1 are at most half as large in magnitude as F n1 for �t = 0:2 GeV2, so that at thatpoint �13F s1 ontributes at most 1=6 to the neutron form fator. For higher �t we �nd that F s1 (t)dereases faster than F n1 (t), whih we will explain shortly. Only at small t do we �nd a strongerinuene of the strangeness ontribution. If our estimate is orret, this is of relevane for the avoranalysis of the Dira radius of the neutron, whih in more familiar terms an be expressed throughthe eletri radius and a ontribution from the magneti moment,hr2in1 = 6 ddtF n1 (t)����t=0 = 6 ddtGnE(t)����t=0� 3�n2m2n � hr2inE + 0:127 fm2 : (25)Conerning the proton form fator, we �nd that the values of F s1 (t) shown in Fig. 4 amount to atmost 3% of F p1 (t) at any t.4.1 The shape of F s1 (t)Let us now disuss the general features of F s1 (t) that emerge with our model ansatz, where we haveF s1 (t) = Z 10 dx �s(x)� �s(x)� etfs(x) ; (26)ddt F s1 (t) = Z 10 dx �s(x)� �s(x)�fs(x) etfs(x) : (27)For the neutron form fator the situation is slightly more ompliated even if we neglet the strangenessontribution, sine the �t in [69℄ required di�erent pro�le funtions for u and d quarks. Sine theirdi�erene is only moderate, the disussion of F n1 (t) is however quite similar.With fs(x) being a dereasing funtion, the fator etfs(x) inreasingly suppresses small x values inthe integral (26) when �t beomes larger. For inreasing �t the form fator F s1 is therefore onnetedwith s� �s at inreasing values of x. With the pro�le funtion (21) we obtain the Drell-Yan relationp = 12(1+�) between the powers desribing the asymptoti power laws F s1 � (�t)�p for t! �1 ands� �s � (1� x)� for x! 1 [69,71℄. The di�erene s� �s of sea quark distributions falls o� faster withx than the valene distributions u � �u and d � �d, whih are relevant for F n1 , so that one generallyexpets jF s1 (t)j to derease faster than jF n1 (t)j with �t. As Figs. 4 and 5 show, this is indeed the asein our model.In Fig. 6 we show the integrands of F s1 and dF s1 =dt in (26) and (27). The integrands are multipliedwith x in the plots, so that with the logarithmi sale for x we obtain the form fator or its derivativeas the area under the orresponding urve. For t = 0 the integrand of F s1 is s(x)� �s(x), whih givesa zero integral beause of quantum number onstraints. The integrand for the derivative dF s1 =dt hasan extra fator fs(x), whih enhanes small x values relative to larger ones. At t = 0 one thereforehas dF s1 =dt < 0 at t = 0 if s� �s is negative at small x and positive at large x. This is the ase for theCTEQ �ts [21, 26℄ exept for sets �1 and B�. As �t inreases, the fator etfs(x) suppresses small xvalues in (27), and for suÆiently large �t the derivative dF s1 =dt has the opposite sign than at t = 0.For some t one hene obtains a maximum or minimum of F s1 (t). The value of �t where this happens14
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is larger for parameterizations of s� �s whih have the zero rossing at larger x, as one an hek byomparing Figs. 3 and 4.Figure 6 also shows the integrands for F n1 and dF n1 =dt for the default �t in [69℄. The disussionfor the sign of the derivative dF n1 =dt and the presene of a minimum of F n1 (t) proeeds in analogy tothe ase of the strangeness form fator. Sine the zero rossing of 23(d� �d)� 13(u� �u) ours at muhlarger x than the one of s � �s in the CTEQ6.5S parameterizations, whereas the respetive pro�lefuntions are similar, jF n1 (t)j assumes its maximum at signi�antly larger �t than jF s1 (t)j.Let us at this point mention the PDFs extrated in [72℄. In ontrast to the analyses by CTEQ[21,26℄ and MSTW [25℄, the strangeness asymmetry x(s� �s) in [72℄ has a zero at 0:4<� x<� 0:5 and amaximum at x � 0:7. Taking this distribution with the same pro�le funtions fs(x) explored above,we obtain a form fator F s1 (t) with a very at maximum F s1 � 0:0025 for 1 GeV2 <� �t <� 2 GeV2 anda slow derease with �t. In this ase, the bulk of the form fator integral (26) omes from very largex, where we deem our model for the pro�le funtion fs(x) assoiated with sea quarks very inseure.Sine the study [72℄ used inlusive ross setions for � and �� DIS but no dimuon prodution datato onstrain s� �s, we do not regard suh a senario as strongly motivated. This example illustrateshowever that within our model framework, strong hanges in s � �s result in qualitatively di�erentforms of F s1 (t), whih may eventually be ruled out by data.The relations between the x dependene of s� �s and the t dependene of F s1 (t) disussed in thissubsetion follow from the general features of our ansatz in (20) and (21) and will also hold for moreompliated forms. The neutron form fator F n1 (t) and the ombination 23(d� �d)� 13(u� �u) of valenedistributions, whih are both muh better known than their strangeness ounterparts, provide anexample where these relations are indeed seen and orroborate our predition for the behavior ofF s1 (t) with a given form of s(x)� �s(x).4.2 A modi�ed ansatzOur ansatz in (20) is speial in that it assumes a t dependene in the form of a global fator multiplyings(x)��s(x). It implies that the di�erene s(x; b)��s(x; b) of impat parameter densities has a Gaussianshape in b and in partiular does not hange sign for given x. One may wonder whether this ansatzis too restritive. The physial piture of meson loud models for instane suggests that the typialtransverse position of s is smaller than for �s, sine the �s originates from a kaon, whih due to itssmaller mass tends to be at larger distanes than the hyperon ontaining the s. If this e�et is strongenough, one may have a node of s(x; b)� �s(x; b) in b.It is however important to realize that at � = 2 GeV, where we formulate our model, the individualdistributions of s and �s are not valene-like as they would be in a model valid at low resolution sale.For sets �0, �1 and �2 of the CTEQ6.5S parameterization at � = 2 GeV we �ndx(s+ �s) � 0:2x�0:2 (28)in the region 10�5 < x < 10�4, whih is to be ompared with (23). For x < 10�2 the ratio (s��s)=(s+�s)does not exeed 1% in absolute size. It is natural to assume that the bulk of s and �s in that regionis generated through gluon splitting g ! s�s as desribed by perturbative evolution. This mehanismdoes not introdue an asymmetry in the transverse distribution of s and �s. When introduing a moregeneral ansatz for Hs�H�s than (20) we should hene make sure that the strong anellation betweens and �s at small x takes plae not only in the forward limit but also at nonzero t. With this in mind,we explore a variant of (20), given byHs(x; t)�H�s(x; t) = s(x) etfs(x) � �s(x) et �fs(x) (29)16
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Figure 7: Left: the di�erene in the impat parameter distributions for strange quarks and antiquarksat x = 0:2. The distributions are multiplied with 2�b, so that the area under eah urve givess(x)� �s(x). Right: the integrand (26) of the strange Dira form fator at �t = 0:5 GeV2. The urvesare for the ansatz in (29) and (30) with �0 = 1 GeV�2 and di�erent values of A and �A (given in unitsof GeV�2). For the parton densities we take CTEQ6.5S set �0 at � = 2 GeV.with fs(x) = �0(1� x) log 1x +Ax(1� x)2 ;�fs(x) = �0(1� x) log 1x + �Ax(1� x)2 ; (30)where the prefator x in front of A and �A guarantees the anellation just disussed, as long as �tAand �t �A are not too large. In the following we take values 2 GeV�2 and 4 GeV�2 for either A or �A.With �0 = 1 GeV�2 this respetively orresponds to a hange of fs(x) or �fs(x) by a fator 1:2 and1:4 at x = 0:2, whih one may view as a typial momentum fration for s and �s in a model at lowsale, where nonperturbative e�ets ould generate an asymmetri distribution in impat parameter.In the left panel of Fig. 7 we show the orresponding impat parameter densities s(x; b)� �s(x; b) andsee that they indeed have nodes in b when A or �A is equal to 4 GeV�2.The form fators obtained with this ansatz are shown in Fig. 8. For �A > 0, where �s is onentratedat larger impat parameters than s, we �nd that F s1 is inreased in size but not muh hanged in shapeompared with our default predition with A = �A = 0. In ontrast, we �nd that for suÆiently largeA > 0 the form fator F s1 hanges sign at some �nite �t. We an understand this at the level of theform fator integrand: for fs(x) > �fs(x) the exponential fators in (29) give a stronger suppression inthe �rst term, so that at large enough x and �t one an have Hs(x; t) < Hs(x; t) despite s(x) > �s(x).This is illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 7.As disussed above, the meson loud piture suggests that s has smaller rather than larger typialimpat parameters than �s, so that we do not see a partiular physis motivation for our examples withA > 0. However, they show that ertain nontrivial orrelations between the x and b dependene of thes and �s distributions an have quite drasti e�ets on F s1 (t), whih may be observable in experimentswith suÆient sensitivity and kinemati overage.17
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Figure 8: The strange form fator obtained with the ansatz spei�ed in Fig. 7. The urve forA = �A = 0 orresponds to our default predition in the previous subsetions.4.3 Other form fatorsWith our model (20) for Hs�H�s we an also evaluate the Mellin moment As3;0(t) = R 1�1 dxx2Hs(x; t),whih is a form fator of an operator with two ovariant derivatives between the strange quark �eld andits onjugate. The fator x2 strongly suppresses small x values, and with the CTEQ parameterizationsfor s � �s the integral is dominated by an x region where the integrand has a de�nite sign. As aonsequene jAs3;0(t)j dereases monotonially with �t. Its value at t = 0 is tiny, ranging from �10�4to 4 � 10�4 for the CTEQ6 and CTEQ6.5S parameterizations at � = 2 GeV. Exeptions are thevalues �6� 10�4 and 10�3 for CTEQ6B� and CTEQ6B+, respetively.We do not attempt here to model the strangeness ontributions to the energy-momentum andaxial form fators, As2;0(t) and F sA(t), whih aording to (9) and (10) are respetively related tos + �s and �s + ��s. These distributions mix with gluons under evolution, whih invalidates simpleans�atze based on Regge trajetories for their small-x behavior. This also holds at �nite t [73℄. Sineeven the t dependene of Hu + H �u and Hd + H �d is barely onstrained at present, we see no learguidane for how to model pro�le funtions of Hs + H�s and eHs + eH�s. We expet however thatthese distributions have no zeroes in x, whih ertainly holds for their values at t = 0 aordingto urrent PDF parameterizations. We therefore predit the orresponding form fators to dereasemonotonially in absolute size, with values at t = 0 given by the moments in Tables 2 and 3.5 SummaryWe have disussed several measures of strangeness in the nuleon. Strange quarks and antiquarks arenot partiularly rare in the proton: their ontribution hx(s + �s)i to the nuleon momentum is onlysuppressed by about a half ompared with the one from light avor antiquarks, hx(�u + �d)i. Theirontribution h�s+��si to the spin of the proton is not well determined at present, but there are noindiations that it is very muh suppressed ompared with h��u+��di.More subtle quantities are asymmetries between strange quarks and antiquarks, most notablythe asymmetry between the parton densities s(x) and �s(x), and the strange Dira and Pauli formfators F s1 (t) and F s2 (t). A two dimensional Fourier transform of F s1 (t) yields the di�erene of spatial18



distributions for s and �s in the transverse plane, whereas s(x) � �s(x) gives the di�erene of theirdistribution in longitudinal momentum. The two asymmetries are onneted via generalized partondistributions at zero skewness, for whih we have made a model ansatz in order to explore thisonnetion quantitatively. Using as an input di�erent sets of s � �s distributions extrated by theCTEQ Collaboration, we �nd values of F s1 �t ' �0:1 GeV2� between �0:006 and 0:012, in goodagreement with urrent experimental onstraints. Many theoretial analyses of the eletromagnetinuleon form fators neglet the strangeness ontributions. With our estimates this is at most a 3%e�et for F p1 (t). However, jF s1 (t)j might amount to as muh as 1=6 of F n1 (t) at �t = 0:2 GeV2. Forhigher �t the relative ontribution quikly dereases, whereas for lower �t it may even be larger.The general features of our model ansatz for generalized parton distributions lead to orrelationsbetween the x dependene of s � �s and the shape of F s1 (t). The best �ts in the PDF extrations[21, 25, 26℄ yield forms where s� �s is negative for small x and positive for large x. With our ansatz,this gives a negative derivative dF s1 (t)=dt at t = 0 and a maximum of the form fator at some valueof �t. With a zero rossing of s � �s at x between 10�2 and 10�1, we �nd this maximum at �tbetween 0:2 GeV2 and 0:4 GeV2. Analogous orrelations are seen to hold between the ombination23(d� �d)� 13(u� �u) of valene quark distributions and the neutron form fator F n1 (t), whih we take assupport for our preditions. Finally, a rapid derease of s� �s with x reets itself in a faster dereaseof F s1 (t) ompared with F n1 (t) for large �t. It will be interesting to onfront these preditions withfuture data from parity violating eletron-nuleon sattering.AknowledgmentsWe gratefully thank H.-W. Hammer, R. Sassot, R. Thorne, A. Thomas, Wu-Ki Tung and R. Youngfor valuable disussions and orrespondene. This work is supported by the Integrated InfrastrutureInitiative of the European Union under ontrat number RII3-CT-2004-506078. T.F. is supportedby the German Ministry of Researh (BMBF) under ontrat No. 05HT6PSA. He is grateful to thePhysis Department and the group of Andrzej Buras at the Tehnial University in Munih for thewarm hospitality extended to him in the �nal stage of this work, as well as for �nanial support fromthe Cluster of Exellene \Origin and Struture of the Universe".Referenes[1℄ S. Davidson, S. Forte, P. Gambino, N. Rius and A. Strumia, JHEP 0202 (2002) 037[hep-ph/0112302℄.[2℄ M. E. Sainio, �N Newslett. 16 (2002) 138 [hep-ph/0110413℄.[3℄ M. Diehl, Phys. Rept. 388 (2003) 41 [hep-ph/0307382℄.[4℄ A. V. Belitsky and A. V. Radyushkin, Phys. Rept. 418 (2005) 1 [hep-ph/0504030℄.[5℄ M. Burkardt, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A 18 (2003) 173 [hep-ph/0207047℄.[6℄ M. Burkardt, Phys. Lett. B 582 (2004) 151 [hep-ph/0309116℄.[7℄ D. T. Spayde et al. [SAMPLE Collaboration℄, Phys. Lett. B 583 (2004) 79 [nul-ex/0312016℄.[8℄ F. E. Maas et al. [A4 Collaboration℄, Phys. Rev. Lett. 93 (2004) 022002 [nul-ex/0401019℄.[9℄ K. A. Aniol et al. [HAPPEX Collaboration℄, Phys. Rev. C 69 (2004) 065501 [nul-ex/0402004℄.19
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